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Here you can find the menu of The Rectory in Wiltshire. At the moment, there are 18 courses and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about The Rectory:

eating is really good. happy eating the type of eating that makes her a blissful sigh. the personal is beautiful,
excellent service in beautiful environment. I'm going back and back. I would go back there now and I'm just gone.
if all this sounds guilty it's worth knowing that I'm really fussy and was known to send back food and not shy into
a fuss when I think something is wrong (very un British! . this place does e... read more. You can use the WLAN
of the place at no extra cost, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat and drink.
The rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities.

What lookgl doesn't like about The Rectory:
Sunday was disappointing. The waitress was friendly and the conservatory welcoming. However we all found it
rather pretentious. The descriptions of the dishes on the menu were quite convoluted and not comprehensive

enough, and some were misleading. The starters were mediocre, and The venison was good, but the pork
described merely as Heritage Pork, was very fatty with little, if any, edible meat, and resembled pork b... read

more. At The Rectory in Wiltshire, there's a diverse brunch for breakfast where you can indulge enjoy, Those who
are passionate about the English cuisine will enjoy the large selection of traditional dishes and indulge in the

taste of England. It should not be forgotten that there is a comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties
in this restaurant, tasty vegetarian menus are also in the menu available.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
SAUVIGNON BLANC

Desser�
CRÈME BRÛLÉE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Tageskart� – Donnersta�
LINGUINE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

MUSSELS

BREAD

PASTA

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
CARAMEL

SHRIMP

BEANS

BUTTER

FRUIT

GARLIC

BEEF

SCALLOPS
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